Regulation of Cryptocurrencies and Initial Coin Offerings
in Switzerland: Declared Vision of a ‘Crypto Nation’
By Joanna Diane Caytas
I. Overview
The notion of conservative Switzerland identifying
as an aggressive, groundbreaking innovation leader in
fintech seems inapposite only as long as we ignore what
has happened to its storied traditional business model
of banking secrecy under the global post-9/11 erosion
of financial privacy that resulted in weaponization of
extraterritorial reaches of investigations1 and sanctions.2
So it comes as little surprise that the notoriously taxfriendly canton of Zug developed a branding strategy to
transform itself into a “Crypto Valley” since 2013,3 a momentum that has not slowed down to date4 and has resulted in one of the first supportive regulatory guidelines
“light” of any major financial center in Europe, somewhat
opportunistically breaking ranks with jittery neighbors
seeking to curtail proliferation of ICOs which are primarily used to create businesses.5 Strategically, ICOs are gradually disrupting traditional venture capital funding as
hybrid models become en vogue, combining smart money
and crowd support. Of the world’s ten largest ICOs in
2017, four have used Switzerland as their base while over
100 requests for guidance were received by the Financial
Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA), the nation’s primary regulator, according to a PwC study.6

”At the moment, amounts at stake in
ICOs, even globally, are far too small
to present any systemic risk. But that
could change with little notice and
require expeditious adjustment of
national experiments, considering that
the number of ICOs exploded in 2017
and investments continue to grow
exponentially.”
In response to two legislative requests for evaluation introduced in the lower house of the Swiss Federal
Assembly (parliament) in 2013,7 8 the Federal Council
(the national government) presented a 30-page report on
virtual currencies9 on June 25, 2014 that provides an overview of current issues cryptocurrencies face in all areas of
existing Swiss law and, although to a much lesser degree,
under past jurisprudence.10 It also provides an assessment of the principal identifiable legal risks presented
by virtual currencies11 and a first extremely tentative
comparative review.12 In response to the parliamentary
inquiries that had triggered them, these 2014 findings of
the Federal Council centered primarily on cryptocurren-

cies but did not yet reflect on the potential of blockchain
technology more broadly.
But since 2014, the Swiss Financial Markets Supervisory Authority (FINMA) has initiated a gradual regulatory process intended to clarify when entrepreneurs need to
comply with anti-money laundering and securities laws.
To this day, its efforts have yielded a “Guidance” document issued September 29, 201713 followed by “Guidelines” published February 14, 2018.14 Although both
are not technically regulations, these documents are the
principal policy pronouncements of the nation’s primary
regulator on the subject of cryptocurrencies and Initial
Coin Offerings (ICOs)15 and are intended to facilitate an
orderly, legitimate, and growing market.
In mid-2014, and thus prior to the tsunami-like bitcoin boom of 2017-18, the Federal Council’s Report did
not acknowledge aspirations by Zug to create a “Crypto
Valley,”16 much less a “Crypto Nation.”17 But soon
enough, the Swiss financial establishment embraced regular visits to periodic Crypto Finance Conferences at St.
Moritz.18 The conference on January 17-19, 2018 even featured the Swiss Commerce Secretary, Federal Councilor
Johann Schneider-Ammann, as keynote speaker.19 Shortly
thereafter, he initiated a federal task force to bridge the
chasm of conceptual issues between Zug’s Crypto Valley
ecosystem and the bricks and mortar of the existing Swiss
legal framework, aiming to harmonize priorities for anticipated future regulations.20
Its report is expected by end of 2018. Government
and markets show substantial interest because blockchain
technology holds multiple promises: since it uses distributed ledgers that are verified by means of cryptography,
no user can sell or exchange what they do not own.21
Thus counterparty risk is eliminated, clearing expenses
are minimized,22 and intermediaries become superfluous.23 Of course, this begs the question why an economy
as heavily dependent on its financial services industry as
Switzerland’s would be so keen to advance technology
that aims to eliminate intermediaries (which includes all
banks, broker-dealers, asset managers, and institutional
investors) and introduce stronger, cost-cutting competition to raising capital, something the finance industry is
in dire need of—even if this initiative gives rise to concerns and challenges about legal status, regulation, taxation, cybersecurity, and volatility and speculative bubbles.24 So, while this might seem like a bizarre attempt by
Switzerland, Inc. to re-engineer itself by making one of its
economic pillars redundant, the official explanation stated by FINMA’s director is the enduring value of innova-
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tion leadership,25 and indeed Switzerland has long been
ranked among the world’s most innovative nations.26
While Switzerland and the U.S. dominate ICOs, both
having raised almost the same amount in excess of $550
million,27 Swiss government policy is to incentivize the
ICO market without allowing a “Wild West mentality”
to compromise standards and undermine the integrity
of financial markets. At the moment, amounts at stake
in ICOs, even globally, are far too small to present any
systemic risk. But that could change with little notice and
require expeditious adjustment of national experiments,
considering that the number of ICOs exploded in 2017
and investments continue to grow exponentially.28 So it is
small wonder that FINMA seeks to keep market regulation technology-neutral29 while the federal Department
for International Finance declared its intention to make
Switzerland an attractive location for ICOs, opening up
the possibility of investing in start-ups to anyone with a
smartphone.30

”Therefore, the focus of FINMA’s
Guidelines rests heavily on anti-money
laundering and securities regulation as
these bodies of law are of greatest direct
relevance to ICOs.”
2.

Interfacing Cryptocurrencies with Current
Statutory Law and Regulations
At the time of this writing, no ICO-specific regulation exists yet in Switzerland, nor is there pertinent case
law or consistent legal doctrine.31 That notwithstanding,
Swiss regulators (primarily FINMA and the Swiss National Bank) have developed a profound understanding
that is reflected and signaled in clear and open-minded
guidance.32 The FINMA Guidelines assess the circumstances of each ICO on its individual merits on a case-bycase basis rather than applying a uniform standard to all
of them. Depending on an ICO’s purpose and design, it
may or may not be subject to regulatory requirements,
and not necessarily to the same ones. Current Guidelines
differentiate, for now, among three categories of tokens
and ICOs.33
A. Payment Tokens
Payment tokens are transferable and can serve as
present or future means of payment for goods or services
or to store or transfer quasi-monetary value. This category comprises any and all cryptocurrencies that do not
give rise to claims on their issuer, as central bank-issued
notes and ledger accounts do. Under FINMA Guidelines,
payment tokens must comply with money laundering
regulations, but they will not be treated like financial
securities.34
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B. Utility Tokens
Utility tokens are tokens that provide digital access
through a blockchain-based infrastructure to an application or service.35 They will not qualify as, nor be subject to
regulation as, securities so long as their sole purpose is to
confer digital access rights.36
C. Asset Tokens
Asset tokens represent assets such as a debt or equity
claim on the issuer. Such a claim could, for example, arise
out of a promise of a share in future company earnings
or future capital flows. If they pay dividends or interest
or represent rights to earnings streams, with or without
claim to repayment of principal, or confer voting rights,
or if they are in their economic function analogous to
equities, bonds, or derivatives, or other structures capable of securitization that enables physical assets to be
traded on the blockchain, such tokens present significant
functional analogies to securities. Thus, asset tokens will
have to comply with all applicable securities laws and
regulations.37
D. Hybrid Tokens
Hybrid tokens contain features of more than one of
the above-mentioned categories. They are subject to all
regulations that apply to at least one of their elements.
For example, a utility token with payment token characteristics is subject to anti-money laundering legislation
(see below).38 It is safe to predict that hybrids will quickly
move to the center of creative financial and legal engineering39—along with related regulatory challenges—because the advancement of blockchain technology with its
ability to store
a public registry of assets and transactions across a shared, trusted, peer-topeer network, is lauded as one of the
most significant technological innovations since the internet. Coupled with the
sophistication of software code as a form
of communicating information and automating complex instructions, blockchain
technology provides a new means of recording information and facilitating the
exchange of value in the global economy
in a decentralised and immutable way.40
That sums up the business model of hybrid tokens
and their resulting ICOs, aptly accommodated by the
FINMA Guidelines as they aim at incubating their potential without prematurely (or at all) suffocating it with
precautionary regulation overkill that is bound to stifle innovation, as the EU, the UK, China, Russia, South Korea,
Vietnam,41 and, partly, the U.S. are doing, driving entrepreneurs overseas,42 primarily to Switzerland and other
offshore financial centers.43
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3.

Regulatory Scheme
Therefore, the focus of FINMA’s Guidelines rests
heavily on anti-money laundering and securities regulation as these bodies of law are of greatest direct relevance
to ICOs. Projects that would fall under the Banking Act44
that governs deposit taking or the Collective Schemes
Investment Act45 that governs investment fund products
are currently considered atypical.46
The Anti-Money Laundering Act (AMLA)47 seeks to
protect the financial system in its entirety against risks of
money laundering and terrorism financing. Those risks
are particularly high in a decentralized ledger-based
blockchain system where assets may be transferred anonymously and without regulated intermediaries.48
Securities regulation, on the other hand, serves to
secure market transparency, a reliable minimum standard
of disclosure, and secure trading that is fair and conducive to efficient price formation. Investment decisions
require minimum assurances of candor and disincentives
to misleading information. The FINMA Guidelines incorporate the breadth and complexity of Swiss securities law
and regulation49 by way of reference, using a very userfriendly formula by applying the aforementioned threepronged test visualized below.
A. FINMA’s Transactional Purpose Matrix
FINMA’s treatment of hybrids follows a simple transactional purpose matrix:50

Credit: FINMA, Guidelines for Enquiries Regarding the Regulatory Framework for Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) (Feb. 16, 2018),
https://www.finma.ch/en/news/2018/02/20180216-mm-ico-wegleitung/.

B. Principal Lacunae
Among the issues not addressed in the FINMA
Guidelines is price volatility: because the great majority
of ICO projects are at an early stage of development, uncertainties remain high. They include foreign and global

political risk centered on unpredictable regulatory actions.
Another issue FINMA Guidelines cannot be expected
to address, much less resolve, is the uncertainty under
current civil law of whether contracts executed through
blockchain technology (including “smart contracts”) are
legally binding in the first place.51 That is a question controversially debated in common law jurisdictions as well,
and it is frequently answered in the negative for “smart
contracts,” noting that, as our body of law stands, they are
neither smart nor contracts.52
Another major white spot on the legal map that will
likely require technological solutions is the protection of
personal data in the blockchain.53
4.

Summary Outlook

A. Blockchain Goes Mainstream
Little underscores blockchain’s momentum more
clearly than its spread from tax haven Zug into the highly-taxed establishment centers of Zurich and Geneva with
an “innovation park” at Bahnhofstrasse 354 after another
incubator had unveiled a “blockchain lab” in Geneva.55
The canton of Zurich has long planned to dedicate the
former Dübendorf military airport to becoming a major
“blockchain hub.”56 But caution suggests remembering
that these initiatives are more testimony to the future of
blockchain technology than they are to current models
and flavors of cryptocurrencies and ICOs.
B. Uncertainties on Cryptocurrencies Persist
While ICOs reported again a red-hot start into 2018,57
experts warn about an imminent industry shift away from
cryptocurrencies (payment tokens) to security token offerings (STOs), not least because of SEC enforcement actions
with regard to ICOs open to U.S. investors.58 At the same
time, positions taken of late by the new head of the People’s Bank of China on bitcoin seem to indicate a somewhat positive shift,59 echoed by the Bank of England’s
governor and the Financial Stability Board.60 Markets’ exposure to the slightest indicator of major regulators’ intent
still causes extreme volatility and choppiness of prices
of large-cap crypto coins, resulting in entrepreneurs constantly reviewing business models in response to rapidly
changing trends.61
C. Living Down Switzerland’s Tax Evasion Past
While Swiss banks spent much of the last decade
trying to rid themselves of a legacy of lucrative accounts
used mostly for capital flight and tax evasion, international probes as well as U.S., German, French, and OECD
initiatives aimed at greater transparency are far from
abating.62 Here, FINMA’s approach fits neatly with the
country’s pragmatic opportunistic integration of historic
strengths with its new public policy of increased transparency and anti-avoidance strategy.63 This includes strategic
encouragement of blockchain technology development in
general independently of—and thus untainted by—adverse publicity triggering potentially risky developments
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in the fate of cryptocurrencies. Cryptocurrencies proper
remain heavily exposed to concerns recently voiced
again by the U.S. Treasury Secretary and other G-20 and
OECD representatives about money laundering, tax
avoidance, and worse.64 This is, without doubt, the Swiss
government’s response to findings in the Bloomberg Report of October 201765 that “[s]ome worry that the money
might be a little too secret.” The purpose of regulation is
to ensure that the Swiss cryptocurrency industry works
with money only where there is a clear record of who
is moving traditional currency to cryptocurrency, as the
country cannot afford to go back to letting people bury
their financial secrets in another black hole that earns
unwanted notoriety as it did over the last two decades.66
Government concerns—expected to be reflected in future
regulations—seek to prevent the use of cybercurrencies
for illicit activities in light of the fact that Switzerland
dominates the market for cross-border management of
private wealth.67
D. Self-Regulation and Self-Policing
Much like in the legal profession, preservation,
maintenance, and public reliance upon self-regulation
and self-policing are a central objective for financial industry associations and lobbies. The Financial Market
Supervision Act (FINMASA)68 recognizes in article 7 (3)
a longstanding tradition69 by permitting FINMA to recognize self-regulation as a minimum standard applicable
not only to members of self-regulatory organizations
(SROs)70 but generally. Compliance with minimum standards may be enforced either by FINMA or by the SROs71
which are themselves subject to FINMA supervision.72
However, to date, no SRO has been recognized to have
capabilities of self-policing the blockchain industry.
Many entrepreneurs hold the vision that technology will somehow allow ICOs to become self-policing,
perhaps by methods similar to widely used consumer
reviews. “It will become an ultra-transparent world
if people have to pay more to hide … It is a huge opportunity to clean up the world.”73 The argument goes
that any Swiss ICO that would not comply with strict
anti-money laundering procedures would see traditional
regulated banks turn away its accounts. But this line of
reasoning has two major flaws: first, the argument that
domestic banks would cease to accept accounts of corporate customers with lax compliance is losing ground
as cost and delays of international electronic transfers
shrink, not to mention that standards among Swiss banks
in screening and monitoring their customers differ quite
a bit in reality.
Money laundering has long involved sometimes
sharply elevated transaction costs, none of which have
deterred the practice. Moreover, growing capitalization
of the cryptofinance universe and growing acceptance of
tokens may render the need for ICO operators’ reliance
on traditional banks moot before long. Similarly, it will
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not be long before traditional national regulation as opposed to global mechanisms will have reached the end
of its useful life span with regard to digital technologies,
a fact that the G-20 and OECD have been slow to realize.
On the other hand, it is this very globalized cooperation
of ICO entrepreneurs that is inevitably bound to run
afoul of some old-line alliances and geostrategic interests
sooner or later.74
E. Imminent Regulation
As the Swiss federal task force impaneled to balance
the national interest with the visions of cryptofinance entrepreneurs is slated to report to the government by the
end of 2018,75 it remains to be seen how upcoming regulation in its wake will square the circle by, on one hand, intelligently incentivizing innovation76 and yet, on the other
hand, curbing its fallout by upholding or adaptively reshaping existing law on securities regulation, anti-money
laundering, sanctions, taxation, and data protection along
with other keystones of twentieth-century jurisprudence.
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